Hydrate is an excellent treatment for ALL hair textures. It penetrates the cuticle layer of the hair and seals
in moisture. Whether your hair be dry, damaged, chemically relaxed, colored, bleached or over processed
you will feel a remarkable difference after the first use. Hydrate is sodium chloride free therefore safe for
keratin treated hair.
Instructions:
Hydrate Revitalizing Hair Masque
Following these instructions are vital because use of the wrong shampoo will either strip all the moisture
deposited or leave the hair feeling weighed down and oily.
The masque is applied before washing your hair. It can be melted by heating for a few seconds in the
microwave or applied in paste form, the results will be the same.
1. Section hair and apply generously from root to tip
2. Place a plastic cap on the head
3. Use a dryer, heating cap or steamer for 15 minutes
(Don’t have any of the heating elements?)
a. Wrap head in foil, cover with a plastic cap for at least 30 minutes
4. Using a cleansing shampoo (cleansing shampoos are usually clear) wash hair twice
a. For the third wash, use a conditioning shampoo (i.e. Joico color endure or any
conditioning sulfate free shampoo)
5. If hair requires detangling run any conditioner through for 1 minute

If you have any questions regarding these instructions call or text me: 347-661-8074

Hydrate is an excellent treatment for ALL hair textures. It penetrates the cuticle layer of the hair and
seals in moisture. Whether your hair be dry, damaged, chemically relaxed, colored, bleached or over
processed you will feel a remarkable difference after the first use. Hydrate is sodium chloride free
therefore safe for keratin treated hair.

Instructions:
Hydrate Revitalizing Hair Oil
Following these instructions are vital because use of the wrong shampoo will either strip all the moisture
deposited or leave the hair feeling weighed down and oily.
The oil is applied before washing your hair.
1. Apply a generous amount from root to tip
2. Place a plastic cap on the head
3. Use a dryer, heating cap or steamer for 15 minutes
(Don’t have any of the heating elements?)
a. Wrap head in foil, cover with a plastic cap for at least 30 minutes
4. Using a cleansing shampoo (cleansing shampoos are usually clear) wash hair twice
b. For the third wash, use a conditioning shampoo (i.e. Joico color endure or any
conditioning sulfate free shampoo)
5. If hair requires detangling run any conditioner through for 1 minute

If you have any questions regarding these instructions call or text me: 347-661-8074

